Introduction {#section5-1756286418791103}
============

Natalizumab (NTZ) is an alpha-4-integrin antagonist used for the treatment of patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS).^[@bibr1-1756286418791103]^ Compared with interferons (IFNs) or glatiramer acetate (GA), NTZ significantly reduces the relapse rate, the disability progression and the radiological progression in RRMS patients.^[@bibr1-1756286418791103],[@bibr2-1756286418791103]^ In Switzerland, NTZ is licensed for second-line treatment of RRMS patients who did not respond to other disease-modifying treatments (DMTs) or as a first-line therapy option for highly active RRMS. However, the use of NTZ is associated with progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) caused by John-Cunningham virus (JCV) in approximately 4.2 per 1000 patients, with 731 confirmed PML cases worldwide (as of June 2017).^[@bibr3-1756286418791103],[@bibr4-1756286418791103]^ Seropositivity for anti-JCV antibodies is highly prevalent in the general population. Primary exposure typically occurs early in life,^[@bibr5-1756286418791103]^ and approximately 55% of the multiple sclerosis (MS) population are seropositive for anti-JCV antibodies.^[@bibr3-1756286418791103],[@bibr6-1756286418791103][@bibr7-1756286418791103]--[@bibr8-1756286418791103]^ As the risk of developing PML increases with anti-JCV positivity and increasing duration of NTZ treatment, NTZ treatment discontinuation should be considered for JCV seropositive patients who had been treated with NTZ for prolonged periods.^[@bibr4-1756286418791103]^ Other factors that may lead to NTZ discontinuation are NTZ hypersensitivity, NTZ antibody seropositivity, suboptimal treatment efficacy, or a preference for oral therapy.^[@bibr3-1756286418791103]^ Although, there is evidence of reappearing disease activity after NTZ cessation, there are no widely accepted guidelines on how to best avoid disease reactivation after NTZ withdrawal. Therefore, alternative treatments to control disease activity must be evaluated.^[@bibr9-1756286418791103][@bibr10-1756286418791103][@bibr11-1756286418791103]--[@bibr12-1756286418791103]^

Most commonly, immunomodulatory agents are considered after NTZ withdrawal,^[@bibr13-1756286418791103]^ with the functional antagonist of the sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor fingolimod (FTY) being regarded the best alternative.^[@bibr14-1756286418791103][@bibr15-1756286418791103][@bibr16-1756286418791103]--[@bibr17-1756286418791103]^ FTY shows a superior efficacy compared with IFNs, and there is evidence of FTY benefits after discontinuation of NTZ.^[@bibr2-1756286418791103],[@bibr14-1756286418791103],[@bibr16-1756286418791103],[@bibr18-1756286418791103]^ Nevertheless, other studies revealed clinically relevant disease activity during the first weeks of FTY treatment in patients with severe MS or after extended NTZ washout periods prior to initiating FTY treatment.^[@bibr19-1756286418791103][@bibr20-1756286418791103][@bibr21-1756286418791103]--[@bibr22-1756286418791103]^ However, none of these studies used 'no evidence of disease activity' (NEDA) criteria to assess disease activity/reactivation.

To the best of our knowledge, the majority of the available studies analyzing the disease course after switching from NTZ to FTY focus on disease activity within the first six months after changing the treatment. In addition, only certain aspects of the disease activity status are assessed (e.g. relapse frequency or radiological disease progression), and outcome measures other than NEDA criteria are used.^[@bibr14-1756286418791103][@bibr15-1756286418791103]--[@bibr16-1756286418791103]^ Thus far, there are no long-term data assessing the efficacy of FTY after NTZ treatment discontinuation using the NEDA-3 criteria that take both clinical and radiological parameters into account in order to stringently assess the disease activity and predict mid- to long-term prognosis.^[@bibr23-1756286418791103]^ Therefore, we aimed to assess the long-term efficacy of FTY in patients who had discontinued the treatment with NTZ by evaluating the proportion of patients who fulfil NEDA-3 criteria after prolonged follow-up periods. Furthermore, we assessed which parameters might predict a higher risk of recurrence of disease activity after switching from NTZ to FTY.

Methods {#section6-1756286418791103}
=======

A retrospective observational study at the MS outpatient clinic at the Cantonal Hospital Aarau, Switzerland, was conducted. The MS outpatient clinic at the Cantonal Hospital Aarau has a catchment area of around 600,000 people, and provides diagnostic services and comprehensive care for MS patients at all disease stages with about 1500 patient contacts/visits per year. The study was approved by the local ethical committee (ethical committee for northwest and central Switzerland, permit number 2016-02233).

Patient records of all MS patients treated at our clinic between 2007 and 2016 were searched for patients treated with NTZ or for patients who had previously received NTZ treatment, but who had changed the treatment regimen. Three categories were defined: Patients receiving continuous NTZ treatment until the end of the observational period (NTZ group) formed the control group. The other two groups consisted of patients who had discontinued the treatment with NTZ and started a treatment with FTY during the observational period (FTY group), and of patients who had switched from NTZ to a different disease-modifying treatment, (dimethyl fumarate, teriflunomide; DMT group). We analyzed patients switching to FTY separately, as it is the most often used treatment after NTZ withdrawal and because it is also used as an escalation therapy. In addition to demographic data, the NEDA-3 status was assessed. NEDA-3 is a composite measure of disease activity based on the absence of relapses, no evidence of disability progression by the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), and no new T2 lesions or gadolinium-enhancing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) lesions. Disability was measured by EDSS. The EDSS including the functional system scores was determined by an experienced neurologist. Furthermore, we assessed the annualized relapse rate (ARR). Relapses were diagnosed by an experienced neurologist when new or previous symptoms appeared which were reported subjectively or could be objectified by a clinical examination. The symptoms had to exist for at least 24 h, the time interval to the previous relapse had to be at least 30 days, and the symptoms could not be explained by a change in body temperature or by infection.

The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Group comparisons were made between NTZ patients, FTY patients and DMT patients, and were analyzed for demographic and clinical variables by using the Kruskal--Wallis test and Mann--Whitney *U* test. A Chi-square test was used to calculate the distribution of sex, reasons for beginning with NTZ and treatment before NTZ initiation within groups. We used a multiple logistic regression model to estimate the association \[odds ratio (OR)\] between disease course after treatment switch and sex, age, disease duration, previous disease course as measured by ARR or treatment gap between NTZ and the subsequent treatment. The significance threshold was set to a level of \<0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Results {#section7-1756286418791103}
=======

Patient demographics and clinical characteristics {#section8-1756286418791103}
-------------------------------------------------

From 2007 to 2016 we took care of 549 MS patients. During this period 152 RRMS patients were treated with NTZ \[mean age 42 years, female *n* = 100 (65.8%)\]. All patients received NTZ within the treatment criteria valid for Switzerland as a second-line treatment in patients who did not respond to other DMTs or as a first-line treatment in patients with highly active disease. Overall, 26 patients were lost to follow up because they had transferred to other treatment centers. Complete follow-up data were available for 126 patients \[mean age 42.4 years (standard deviation (SD) ± 12.3), female *n* = 87 (69%), male *n* = 39 (31%)\]. The median EDSS at NTZ initiation was 2.5 (SD ± 1.1) and the mean follow-up time was 5.9 years (SD ± 1.8).

A total of 61 of the 126 patients received continuous NTZ treatment, while 65 patients discontinued NTZ. Overall, 12 patients in the discontinuation group were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons: Pregnancy was the reason for NTZ discontinuation in one patient, whereas PML led to treatment cessation in two patients. These patients were excluded from the analysis because they had experienced very long treatment gaps. Five patients discontinued NTZ without subsequent treatment and four patients suffered anaphylactic reaction within the first 3 months of treatment with NTZ and were excluded as well. The courses of 61 patients on continuous NTZ treatment and 53 patients who discontinued NTZ therapy were included in the data analysis. Out of these 53 patients, 43 started treatment with FTY (FTY group), while 10 patients began treatment with another DMT (DMT group). As part of our clinical routine all patients were examined according to the same schedule with clinical visits at least twice a year and MRI scans at least once a year. The mean number of yearly clinical visits was 2.5 (SD ± 0.32) and 3.5 (SD ± 1.9) in the FTY group and the DMT group respectively. In the NTZ group patients had 2.1 (SD ± 0.4) visits with complete EDSS assessment and in addition a short monthly clinical visit with every infusion. The mean annual number of MRIs was 1.5 (SD ± 0.6) in the NTZ group, 1.1 (SD ± 0.4) in the FTY group and 1.2 (SD ± 0.8) in the DMT group. Patients who ceased NTZ treatment were older and had longer disease duration than patients who continued treatment with NTZ. However, after applying a multiple logistic regression model these factors had no predictive value. Demographic and clinical data of all groups are shown in [Table 1](#table1-1756286418791103){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Demographic and baseline characteristics of all patients who completed follow up. Stated *p-*values refer to comparisons between patients on continual NTZ treatment with patients switching to alternative therapies (FTY and other DMTs).

![](10.1177_1756286418791103-table1)

                                                             Patients treated with NTZ   Patients switching from NTZ to FTY   Patients switching from NTZ to other DMT   *p*-value
  ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------ -------------
  *N* (%)                                                    61 (53.5)                   43 (37.7)                            10 (8.8)                                   
  Female, *N* (%)                                            41 (67.2)                   31 (72.1)                            7 (70.0)                                   *p* = 0.867
  Mean age in years (SD)                                     39.6 (±12.3)                46.19 (±11.3)                        46.0 (±13.3)                               *p* = 0.009
  Mean time since first symptoms in years (SD)               11.4 (±7.8)                 15.8 (±9.2)                          11.1 (±4.7)                                *p* = 0.022
  Mean time since MS diagnosis in years (SD)                 9.2 (±5.3)                  13.3 (±7.5)                          9.5 (±3.9)                                 *p* = 0.013
  Number of relapses before NTZ mean (SD)                    3.7 (±2.2)                  4.5 (±2.9)                           2.9 (±2.1)                                 *p* = 0.148
  Median EDSS before NTZ                                     2                           2.5                                  2.5                                        *p* = 0.783
  **MS treatment prior to natalizumab, *N* (%)**                                                                                                                         
  Interferon-beta                                            27 (44.3)                   29 (67.4)                            5 (50.0)                                   *p* = 0.064
  Glatiramer acetate                                         8 (13)                      9 (20.9)                             2 (20.0)                                   *p* = 0.550
  Azathioprine                                               0 (0)                       2 (4.7)                              0 (0)                                      *p* = 0.186
  Teriflunomide                                              1 (1.6)                     0 (0)                                0 (0)                                      *p* = 0.645
  Fingolimod                                                 4 (6.5)                     0 (0)                                0 (0)                                      *p* = 0.165
  Mitoxantron                                                0 (0)                       3 (6.9)                              0 (0)                                      *p* = 0.079
  Treatment-naïve                                            27 (44.3)                   11 (25.6)                            4 (40.0)                                   *p* = 0.349
  **Primary reasons for beginning NTZ treatment, % (*n*)**                                                                                                               
  Disease progression despite previous treatment             34 (55.7)                   26 (60.5)                            6 (60.0)                                   *p* = 0.882
  Lack of tolerance of previous treatment                    0 (0)                       6 (13.9)                             0 (0)                                      *p* = 0.005
  First treatment, highly active disease                     27 (44.3)                   11 (25.6)                            4 (40.0)                                   *p* = 0.349

DMT, disease-modifying treatment; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; FTY, fingolimod; MS, multiple sclerosis; NTZ, natalizumab; SD, standard deviation.

Safety considerations in patients with JCV antibody seropositivity were the main reason for NTZ discontinuation and switch to FTY or other DMTs. A total of two patients developed malignancy while on NTZ treatment and switched to interferon or dimethyl fumarate. All reasons are shown in [Table 2](#table2-1756286418791103){ref-type="table"}. No significant differences in terms of reasons for withdrawal were found between the groups.

###### 

Reasons for natalizumab discontinuation.

![](10.1177_1756286418791103-table2)

  Primary reasons for natalizumab discontinuation   Patients switching from NTZ to FTY, *n* (%)   Patients switching from NTZ to DMT *n* (%)   *p*-value
  ------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------
  Positive JCV status                               39 (90.8)                                     8 (80.0)                                     *p* = 0.336
  Presence of anti-natalizumab antibodies           1 (2.3)                                       0 (0)                                        
  Patient choice                                    2 (4.6)                                       0 (0)                                        
  Disease progression                               1 (2.3)                                       0 (0)                                        
  Malignancy                                        0 (0)                                         2 (20.0)                                     

DMT, disease-modifying treatment; FTY, fingolimod; JCV, John-Cunningham virus; NTZ, natalizumab; SD, standard deviation.

Disease activity based on NEDA {#section9-1756286418791103}
------------------------------

While on NTZ treatment, the proportion of patients in the total study population fulfilling NEDA-3 criteria was 90%. This proportion remained stable in the patients who continued treatment with NTZ with 90.9% of patients fulfilling NEDA-3 after 5 years of follow up. In patients switching from NTZ to FTY, the proportion of patients fulfilling NEDA-3 dropped from 81.4% in the last year of NTZ treatment to 76.7% in the first year after discontinuation, and to 50% in the following 3 years thereafter. In patients switching to another DMT, the proportion of patients fulfilling NEDA-3 also dropped to 50%. In this group, the longest follow up was 36 months. [Figure 1](#fig1-1756286418791103){ref-type="fig"} shows the detailed NEDA-3 course by treatment group.

![Detailed course of the proportion of patients reaching NEDA-3 presented by the treatment groups. Data were calculated using the 61 patients on continuous NTZ treatment and 53 patients who discontinued NTZ. Maximum follow-up time in the DMT group was 3 years.\
DMT, other disease-modifying treatment; FTY, fingolimod; NEDA, no evidence of disease activity; NTZ, natalizumab.](10.1177_1756286418791103-fig1){#fig1-1756286418791103}

ARR and proportion of patients with relapses {#section10-1756286418791103}
--------------------------------------------

After NTZ initiation, the ARR in the entire study population dropped markedly from 0.55 to 0.04 (*p* \< 0.001) and remained stable in patients on continuous NTZ treatment (ARR = 0.02). Patients who switched from NTZ to FTY also exhibited a stable ARR at low levels with an ARR of 0.09 after the switch compared with 0.07 while being treated with NTZ. A slight, however not statistically significant increase in ARR from 0.08 to 0.17 was observed in the patients who had switched to other DMTs ([Figure 2](#fig2-1756286418791103){ref-type="fig"}).

![In all patients, a highly significant drop in ARR from 0.55 to 0.04 was noted after initiation of NTZ treatment. In the patients continuously treated with NTZ the ARR remained stable throughout the entire study period. Nonsignificant changes in the ARR were noted in both patient cohorts after discontinuation of NTZ and switching to either FTY therapy or treatment with other DMTs. Data were calculated using the 61 patients on continuous NTZ treatment and 53 patients who discontinued NTZ.\
ARR, annualized relapse rate; DMT, other disease-modifying treatment; FTY, fingolimod; NTZ, natalizumab.](10.1177_1756286418791103-fig2){#fig2-1756286418791103}

The proportion of relapsing patients did not change significantly in patients continuing with NTZ treatment. A nonsignificant increase in the percentage of relapsing patients was seen after switching from NTZ to FTY (11.6% 1 year after the switch from NTZ to 28.6% after 60 months) or another DMT (to 33% after 36 months; [Figure 3](#fig3-1756286418791103){ref-type="fig"}). None of the relapsing patients developed severe rebound activity with severe clinical worsening or fulminant MRI activity. All relapses were treated with 500 mg methylprednisolone for 5 days.

![Proportion of patients receiving relapses presented by the treatment groups. A nonsignificant increase in the percentage of relapsing patients was seen after switching from NTZ to FTY or another DMT. Data were calculated using the 61 patients on continuous NTZ treatment and 53 patients who discontinued NTZ. Maximum follow-up time in the DMT group was 3 years.\
DMT, other disease-modifying treatment; FTY, fingolimod; NTZ, natalizumab.](10.1177_1756286418791103-fig3){#fig3-1756286418791103}

MRI activity {#section11-1756286418791103}
------------

The proportion of patients with new or enlarging lesions on MRI activity within the entire patient population was lower than 10% during NTZ treatment. No change of MRI activity was observed throughout the entire follow-up period in patients remaining on treatment with NTZ. By contrast, the proportion of patients with MRI activity increased after a switch from NTZ to FTY, from 9.3% during NTZ treatment to 16.3% after 12 months post switching. The percentage plateaued and reached significance at approximately 30% during longer follow-up periods. The patient percentage experiencing new or enhancing MRI activity in the DMT group reached a peak at 42.8% 24 months after 24 months post switching ([Figure 4](#fig4-1756286418791103){ref-type="fig"}).

![Proportion of patients with new or enlarging lesions on MRI activity presented by the treatment groups. No change of MRI activity in patients remaining on treatment with NTZ but an increased proportion of patients with MRI activity after a switch from NTZ to FTY or another DMT. Maximum follow-up time in the DMT group was 3 years.\
DMT, other disease-modifying treatment; FTY, fingolimod; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NTZ, natalizumab.](10.1177_1756286418791103-fig4){#fig4-1756286418791103}

EDSS after switching {#section12-1756286418791103}
--------------------

During the observational period, the median EDSS remained stable at levels of minimal or mild disability (i.e. EDSS of 2.0 or 2.5) after switching from NTZ to FTY or another DMT ([Table 3](#table3-1756286418791103){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Number of relapses and median EDSS stratified by treatment group. Stated *p*-values refer to comparisons between patients on continual NTZ treatment with patients switching to alternative therapies (FTY and other DMTs).

![](10.1177_1756286418791103-table3)

                                                         Patients treated with NTZ   Patients switching from NTZ to FTY   Patients switching from NTZ to other   *p*-value
  ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- -------------
  Number of relapses before NTZ mean (SD)                3.7 (±2.2)                  4.5 (±2.9)                           2.9 (±2.1)                             *p* = 0.148
  Median EDSS before NTZ                                 2                           2.5                                  2.5                                    *p* = 0.783
  Number of relapses during NTZ mean (SD)                0.1 (±0.4)                  0.3 (±0.6)                           0.4 (±0.9)                             *p* = 0.607
  Median EDSS during NTZ                                 2                           2                                    2                                      *p* = 0.296
  Mean NTZ exposure in weeks (±SD)                       267.2 (±148.5)              190.2 (±92.1)                        246.3 (±131.2)                         *p* = 0.017
  Positive JCV status, *N* (%)                           16 (26.2)                   40 (93.0)                            8 (80.0)                               
  Number of relapses during FTY mean (± SD)                                          0.28 (±0.62)                                                                
  Median EDSS during FTY                                                             2.5                                                                         
  Mean FTY exposure in weeks (SD)                                                    166.73 (±63.92)                                                             
  Mean washout period (SD) (weeks)                                                   14 (±14)                             17.9 (±21.1)                           
  Number of relapses during other medication mean (SD)                                                                    0.30 (±0.48)                           
  Median EDSS during other medication                                                                                     2.0                                    
  Mean medication exposure in weeks (SD)                                                                                  91.86 (±43.14)                         
  MS treatment after NTZ, *n* (%)                                                                                                                                
  Dimethyl fumarate                                                                                                       6 (60.0)                               
  Teriflunomide                                                                                                           4 (40.0)                               

DMT, other disease-modifying treatment; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; FTY, fingolimod; JCV, John-Cunningham virus; NTZ, natalizumab; SD, standard deviation.

Factors correlated with new disease activity {#section13-1756286418791103}
--------------------------------------------

We performed a multinomial logistic regression analysis to assess factors related to reappearing disease activity. A longer washout period after cessation of NTZ and before starting a new treatment was the only factor correlated with new disease activity (*p* = 0.023). Patients who remained NEDA had a mean washout period of 11.9 weeks (SD ± 8.7). Patients who were no longer NEDA after the switch had a mean washout period of 22.01 weeks (SD ± 24.7). No association was found between disease reactivation and age, sex, disease duration, or EDSS. Furthermore, disease activity prior to NTZ treatment as measured by the relapse rate or duration of NTZ treatment showed no correlation with disease reactivation after changing the treatment.

Discussion {#section14-1756286418791103}
==========

The question of which subsequent therapy option to choose after NTZ therapy is of high importance as NTZ is highly effective, but has been shown to lead to PML in a subset of patients.^[@bibr3-1756286418791103],[@bibr4-1756286418791103]^ Recent studies revealed that discontinuation of NTZ may lead to reappearance of MRI activity and disease rebound after the clearance of NTZ 3--6 months after discontinuation, despite subsequent treatment.^[@bibr21-1756286418791103],[@bibr24-1756286418791103][@bibr25-1756286418791103]--[@bibr26-1756286418791103]^ Only limited data are available about the long-term course in these patients, and therapeutic strategies for anti-JCV antibody positive MS patients who need highly effective treatment remain to be optimized. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study analyzing the long-term course of RRMS patients switching from NTZ to FTY or other DMT and using the NEDA-3 concept.

Existing data about ARR after switching from NTZ are contradictory. In prior reports a marked and aggressive increase in relapse activity has been reported.^[@bibr14-1756286418791103],[@bibr27-1756286418791103]^ In contrast, no increase of ARR has been reported in a recently published work of a cohort of 21 patients followed up for 12 months.^[@bibr13-1756286418791103]^ Consistently with the latter, in our patient cohort of 53 patients no significant increases in ARR were observed in patients switching to other therapeutics (0.09 *versus* 0.07 in the FTY and 0.08 *versus* 0.17 in the DMT group respectively), even in patients followed for up to 5 years. Furthermore, the ARR of all treatment groups remained substantially below the pre-NTZ ARR of 0.78 ([Figure 2](#fig2-1756286418791103){ref-type="fig"}) and no increased disability as measured by the EDSS was notable during the observation period. In those patients who perceived relapses, no severe clinical worsening or fulminant MRI activity correspondent to severe rebound activity was noted and standard relapse treatment with methylprednisolone was sufficient.

The duration of the washout period between NTZ cessation and the start of the following therapy as a predictor of relapses was investigated in several studies.^[@bibr14-1756286418791103],[@bibr20-1756286418791103]^ Data from the literature show that disease reactivation occurred most frequently after 3--6 months after the last NTZ infusion.^[@bibr21-1756286418791103],[@bibr24-1756286418791103][@bibr25-1756286418791103]--[@bibr26-1756286418791103]^ In our cohort the duration of the washout period was not the same during the observation period but shortened over time, as more recent data showed that shorter washout periods are also safe and may reduce the risk of new disease activity.^[@bibr20-1756286418791103]^ However, in line with previous data, we found a correlation between duration of the washout period and new disease activity as measured by MRI, although the relapse rate was not increased after cessation of NTZ.^[@bibr21-1756286418791103],[@bibr24-1756286418791103][@bibr25-1756286418791103]--[@bibr26-1756286418791103]^

In the past, it was suggested that radiologic disease reactivation after NTZ treatment discontinuation was influenced by the duration of NTZ exposure or the relapse activity prior to NTZ start.^[@bibr22-1756286418791103]^ In our study, the disease activity after cessation of NTZ was not influenced by relapse rate before NTZ start, the duration of NTZ treatment or the disease duration.

Taken together, these data suggest that the patients remain stable when considering clinical parameters after discontinuing NTZ treatment and switching to different treatment regimens. However, when taking MRI data into account for the assessment of disease activity, by considering the concept of NEDA-3, a considerable proportion of patients show signs of disease reactivation in the FTY and DMT groups after extended follow-up periods.

After 1 year from cessation of NTZ, 76.7% of the FTY treated patients and 90% of the other DMT-treated patients fulfilled the NEDA-3 criteria. This proportion of patients who are free of clinical relapse, worsening of disability, and radiological activity decreases further to approximately 50% after longer follow-up periods; up to 36  months for the patients in the DMT group and 60 months for patients receiving FTY. The majority of patients who did not meet the NEDA-3 criteria after switching showed radiological progression. At the same time, the rate of patients who fulfil the NEDA-3 criteria remains stable throughout the entire observation period in the NTZ-treated group. One could assume that the reported increase of MRI activity is due to a closer MRI monitoring after changing the treatment. In our cohort patients under NTZ therapy had a higher mean annual number of MRIs than patients who switched to another treatment. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that this higher number was partially driven by a few JCV-positive patients with closer MRI schedule.

Our novel long-term findings support the assumption of recent short-term observational studies, suggesting that FTY and other DMTs are less efficient than NTZ in controlling disease activity.^[@bibr28-1756286418791103][@bibr29-1756286418791103]--[@bibr30-1756286418791103]^ The novelty of our study is that our data show that aggressive rebounds of disease activity are rare in a real-life cohort of RRMS patients ceasing NTZ treatment and switching to another therapy. However, disease activity reappears after several months of clinical stability.^[@bibr31-1756286418791103]^ Our findings suggest that radiological disease activity should be assessed on a regular basis to monitor subclinical radiological changes in patients without clinical disease activity as subclinical MRI activity has been associated with a worse prognosis even in patients on treatment.^[@bibr32-1756286418791103],[@bibr33-1756286418791103]^

The consequent use of NEDA-3 criteria may prove crucial in enabling early treatment of subclinical disease activity and, hence, in helping to improve the long-term prognosis of RRMS patients. Nevertheless, in the absence of treatment guidelines, our study provides additional guidance on the treatment after NTZ discontinuation. Generally, the treatment gap should not exceed 12 weeks.^[@bibr20-1756286418791103]^ Furthermore, close MRI monitoring even in clinically stable patients should be performed to capture recurring disease activity and to establish treatments with higher efficacy. For these patients, highly efficient novel treatment options with improved risk--benefit profiles like alemtuzumab or ocrelizumab are needed.

When interpreting our data, the limitations of a retrospective and observational study with different follow-up times resulting from different time points of treatment switch must be considered. A further shortcoming of our study could be that patient selection is heterogeneous, as there were no clear criteria for the change in therapy. However, in our clinical routine we have strictly adhered to the Swiss criteria for the start of NTZ therapy and the switch to another drug, so that there is finally a certain standardization that represents the clinical practice accepted in Switzerland and abroad with data from a real cohort of treated MS patients.^[@bibr4-1756286418791103],[@bibr34-1756286418791103][@bibr35-1756286418791103]--[@bibr36-1756286418791103]^ Furthermore, one point that could be criticized is the fact that among the changing NTZ patients there were also a few patients who were positive for NTZ antibodies, showed MRI activity or developed malignancies in the year before the change of treatment. This may be a weakness from the perspective of a randomized trial but this is a retrospective observational study under real-life conditions. Under these conditions, and although NTZ is one of the most effective MS drugs, it can be expected that a small proportion of patients under NTZ therapy will develop NTZ antibodies or show radiological or clinical signs of disease activity. In these patients or in patients with contraindications for NTZ therapy, such as malignancies, similar to JCV-positive patients, the unanswered question arises as to which alternative therapy should be chosen? We therefore believe that it is reasonable to include these patients in our evaluation. Finally, the generalizability of the results of the other-DMT group is limited, as the number of patients in this group is small.

In conclusion, our data show that FTY and other DMTs are valid and efficient treatment options after NTZ discontinuation, but close monitoring is necessary to catch recurring disease activity in some patients. In patients who show signs of disease activity under a new therapy, the use of highly effective drugs such as rituximab must be considered at an early stage. Unfortunately, rituximab was not approved for MS treatment in Switzerland during the observation period and data on the safety and efficacy of rituximab only appeared around the end of the observation period.^[@bibr37-1756286418791103]^ Ideally, the duration of any treatment gap after NTZ discontinuation should be restricted to less than 3 months to minimize the risk of disease reactivation.
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